GENERAL NOTES

1. Bricks, block, or concrete may be used.
2. Precast catch basin type W may be substituted for catch basin type A.

3. 2" dia. pipe drain from bottom of curb to inlet. Aggregate to be placed around inlet and of pipe.
4. 3" dia. pipe to be kept open for drainage of subgrade or base until surface is placed.
5. Reinforcement required if Diam. A < 2'-0. Reinforcement not required if Diam. A ≥ 2'-0.
6. T = 8" for brick structure
   T = 6" for segmental block structure
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GENERAL NOTES
1. T = 9" for brick structures
   T = 6" for segmented block structure
2. 2" pipe drain from bottom of curb to inlet. Aggregate to be placed around inlet and end of pipe.
3. 3" min. dia. pipe to be kept open for drainage of subgrade or base until surface is placed.
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Class A concrete collar

V.C. pipe
R.C. pipe (bell & spigot joint)
Concrete pipe (bell & spigot joint)

Sizes 12", 15", 18" & 24"

Class A concrete bottom
NOTES:
1. Concentric concrete section will not be permitted on any manholes that will be under the jurisdiction of the Indianapolis Sanitary District.
2. The contractor will be permitted to substitute precast catch basin type "W" for catch basin type "A".
GENERAL NOTES

1. Hoods may be cast in one piece or may be built up of electrically welded 1/2" steel plates. All hoods shall be gas tight. Steel hoods shall be painted with waterproofing asphalt.

2. Hoods shall be omitted on earth ditch type catch basin unless otherwise specified.